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BE ACTIVE, HAVE FUN, LEARN
iBounce™ Trampoline with iPad® Mount
and RompyRoo Exercise Adventure Animation
JumpSport® Jumps Into Toy Fair With
New iBounce™ Kids Fitness Trampoline
San Jose, CA (February 12, 2012) —Moms know preschoolers have inexhaustible energy!
Studies show that kids need to move to develop cognitively. So how do you help kids burn
energy, build motor skills and expand mentally? Here’s how: Hop on over to JumpSport’s Booth
5785 at this year’s American International Toy Fair and see the iBounce kids trampoline with
iPad mount (fits Kindle and others) and RompyRoo™ fitness adventure animation!
JumpSport® iBounce Kids Trampoline •
Ages 2 – 5 (up to 80 lbs.) • $129.95
The JumpSport kids trampoline is a fun and
engaging way for preschoolers to exercise and
learn. They’ll entertain themselves! This minitrampoline will provide kids with years of fun,
learning based bouncing activities. They’ll use it
every day! (Easily assembled in about 15
minutes.)
Every iBounce also
comes with the 12minute exercise
adventure video
cartoon, “Hop-Along
with RompyRoo™ Where Is Mr. Fuzzy?”
Preschoolers can
bounce along with RompyRoo as they help him search for his
lost teddy bear. This video introduces basic movement skills
and counting concepts as your child bounces through the
woods, over logs and across lily pads.

Besides the obvious fun that a mini trampoline can give a child, the
iBounce is a great way for kids to stay active and learn. And because
JumpSport has 15 years of experience in making trampolines, parents
can feel secure knowing their kids are safe. The iBounce uses a bungee
cord system that gives a soft and lively bounce. Plus, the sturdy handle
bar adds stability so little ones can safely develop their balance,
coordination, endurance and motor skills.
Parents that own iPads or other tablet devices can download the cartoon
animation, then attach the iPad to the kid-tough, universal tablet mount
that’s included. Or, kids can watch the DVD version on the TV. To keep exercise activities fresh,
the company will introduce a new RompyRoo adventure every few months.
About JumpSport, Inc.
JumpSport was founded in 1997 when founder and CEO Mark Publicover invented the world's
first affordable backyard trampoline safety net enclosure. Today JumpSport distributes its toprated safety trampolines and accessories throughout the world, and its adult Fitness Trampoline
at fitness clubs and retailers like Costco. With over 25 patented safety and game innovations,
JumpSport continues to create playful, active and educational products for kids and adults of all
ages.
Mark created the iBounce trampoline because he understands the important connection between
physical activity and learning development in children. Visit www.jumpsport.com to learn more
about the company and its creative founder. For information about the iBounce, go to
www.jumpsport.com/kids-trampoline.
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